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Abstract—The forthcoming 5G cellular network is expected
to overlay millimeter-wave (mmW) transmissions with the in-
cumbent micro-wave (µW) architecture. The overall mm-µW
resource management should therefore harmonize with each
other. This paper aims at maximizing the overall downlink (DL)
rate with a minimum uplink (UL) rate constraint, and concludes:
mmW tends to focus more on DL transmissions while µW has
high priority for complementing UL, under time-division duplex
(TDD) mmW operations. Such UL dedication of µW results from
the limited use of mmW UL bandwidth due to excessive power
consumption and/or high peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) at
mobile users. To further relieve this UL bottleneck, we propose
mmW UL decoupling that allows each legacy µW base station
(BS) to receive mmW signals. Its impact on mm-µW resource
management is provided in a tractable way by virtue of a novel
closed-form mm-µW spectral efficiency (SE) derivation. In an
ultra-dense cellular network (UDN), our derivation verifies mmW
(or µW) SE is a logarithmic function of BS-to-user density ratio.
This strikingly simple yet practically valid analysis is enabled
by exploiting stochastic geometry in conjunction with real three
dimensional (3D) building blockage statistics in Seoul, Korea.
Index Terms—Ultra-dense cellular networks, millimeter-wave,
heterogeneous cellular networks, radio resource management,
time-division duplex, uplink decoupling, stochastic geometry, 3D
blockage model.
I. INTRODUCTION
Spectrum bandwidth increase has been playing a key role to
improve data rate in cellular history. The upcoming 5G cellular
networks aiming at the 1,000-fold rate improvement, however,
can no longer count solely on the existing micro-wave (µW)
spectrum bandwidth. The exploration to resolve this spectrum
scarcity has recently reached the use of millimeter-wave
(mmW) spectrum whose bandwidth is hundreds times larger
than µW bandwidth [1]–[7]. It leads to the dual radio access
technology (RAT) operations in 5G where mmW transmissions
are overlaid on top of the legacy µW cellular architecture [1],
[2], [4].
To reach the highest capacities for 5G, interest has lately
been turning toward ultra-dense BS deployment [4], [7]–[10].
It is an effective way to enhance µW cellular capacity in
place of bandwidth increase under the µW spectrum depletion.
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Besides, this approach fits nicely into mmW transmissions.
Deploying more BSs assists in assuring line-of-sight (LOS)
conditions for mmW transmissions. This thereby mitigates
severe distance attenuation due to physical blockages, which
is a major drawback of utilizing mmW spectrum [11]. In this
respect, paving the way for a mm-µW ultra-dense cellular
network (UDN) is of our prime concern.
The critical challenge to such a network operation is the
disjunction between downlink (DL) and uplink (UL) rates.
It results from employing extremely wide mmW bandwidth
at transmissions. Enabling the mmW transmissions brings
about low energy efficiency [1], [2], captured by high peak-to-
average-power-ratio (PAPR) at power amplifiers and excessive
power dissipation at digital-to-analog converters (DACs). Un-
like BSs having sufficient power supply, mobile users may
therefore not be able to exploit the entire mmW bandwidth
for transmissions, in spite of their having exclusive access
to BSs allowed by a minuscule number of UDN per-cell
users. This leads to significant DL/UL rate discrepancy, which
may impinge on user experiences during DL/UL symmetric
services such as high-definition video calling. Furthermore, it
may hold back improving DL rate when UL rate cannot cope
with the required control signals for DL.
In view of tackling this bottleneck, we focus on the DL/UL
resource management in a mm-µW network (see Fig. 1-
a), and jointly adjust their allocations so as to maximize
the overall mm-µW DL rate while guaranteeing a minimum
UL/DL rate ratio (Fig. 1-b). For given mm-µW bandwidths,
this paper considers the question: how much portion of mm-µW
resources should be allocated to UL transmissions as mmW
BS deployment proliferates. When deploying more mmW BSs,
it answers that µW increases UL allocation, followed by
increasing the UL allocation of mmW after reaching the µW’s
dedication to UL. This sequential UL allocations lead to DL
dedicated mmW spectrum during the early phase of mmW BS
deployment, and UL dedicated µW spectrum when mmW BS
deployment proliferates (see Propositions 4 and 6 in Section
IV for further details).
To derive such resource management, it requires the mm-
µW spectral efficiency (SE) calculation. In this paper, we
derive the closed-form SEs in a mm-µW UDN by using
stochastic geometry. In addition to its providing tractability in
mm-µW resource management, the closed-form result reveals
the following UDN characteristics: (i) UDN SE is a loga-
rithmic function of BS-to-user density ratio; and (ii) a UDN
is weak interference-limited where its behaviors toward BS
densification and blockages are analogous to the trends in a
noise-limited regime.
Motivated by the fact UDN SE increases along with BS den-
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2sification, we propose a novel mmW UL decoupling technique
that further alleviates the UL rate bottleneck. It allows legacy
µW BSs to receive mmW UL signals (see user 2 in Fig. 1-a).
In so doing, not only mmW resource is spatially reused but
also mmW received signal power is increased, compensating
the limited use of mmW UL bandwidth. The corresponding
mm-µW UDN resource management and overall DL rate are
numerically validated under a three dimensional (3D) mmW
blockage model combined with the actual building statistics
in Seoul, Korea.
A. Related Works
Utilizing mmW spectrum in 5G cellular networks has
recently been viewed as of paramount importance in both
industry [1], [3], [4] and academia [5]–[7], [12], [13]. Its point-
to-point-wise cellular network applicability was validated by
indoor/outdoor channel modeling [5], [6] as well as by labo-
ratory demonstration [3]. For its network-wide deployment,
the authors [12], [13] analyzed the mmW indoor/outdoor
cellular network from the coverage probability and average
rate perspectives. On the basis of these preceding efforts, this
study considers both mmW and the incumbent µW coexisting
heterogeneous networks that are highly promising phased de-
ployment scenarios toward 5G [4], [7]. Starting from this dual-
RAT structure, we focus on a higher layer design guideline
how to jointly manage the mm-µW radio resources for DL/UL
transmissions.
When it comes to the UDN impact, previous investigations
paid attention to its complementing the blockage-vulnerable
drawback of mmW [11] and reducing interference [14]–[20].
The decrease in UDN interference follows from the turned-off
BSs having no serving users according to the Third Generation
Partnership Project (3GPP) Release 12 specifications [21].
This article embodies both ultra-densification effects on SE
improvement, and provides closed-form mm-µW UDN SEs.
Note that our preliminary research about mm-µW UDN
[18], [19] in part includes similar arguments to this article
but under different scenarios. Specifially, an indoor/outdoor
modeling is considered in [18], and a 3D blockage model with
actual building geography is incorporated in [19]. Both works
are based on frequency-division duplex (FDD) mmW opera-
tions unlike the time-division duplex (TDD) mmW operations
in this article. From an analytic perspective, the closed-form
µW UDN SE derivation was first introduced in [17] with its
economic impact, based on a lower bound approximation. This
article provides the upper bound for completeness, and also
derives mmW UDN SE extending the analytic applicability.
In addition, it is worth mentioning that this study is on the
basis of our UDN definition where the number of BSs exceeds
the number of users (see Definition 1) as in [17]–[20], [22],
[23]. Therefore, the UDN SE arguments in this article may not
be in line with other opinions, especially regarding the near-
field effect that may degrade SE under a scenario neglecting
the turned-off BS impact [24]–[26]. Incorporating the near-
field effect with our UDN definition is deferred to the partially
loaded scenario in [23].
B. Contributions and Organizations
The main contributions of this paper are listed as follows.
• Closed-form mm-µW UDN SEs are derived, enabling
tractable mm-µW resource management. The represen-
tations of both DL/UL mmW (or µW) UDN SEs are
identically a logarithmic function of the BS density
normalized by user density (see Theorems 1 and 2 in
Section III-A).
• The mm-µW UL resource allocation strategy is provided
in order to maximize DL rate with a minimum UL/DL
rate ratio constraint as follows: along with the mmW
BS densification, µW UL allocation increases, and mmW
UL allocation grows only after using up the entire µW
bandwidth. This in the end leads to the UL dedicated µW
spectrum that contradicts with the traditional µW cellular
resource management trend (Propositions 4 in Section
IV-E).
• To further rein back DL/UL rate asymmetry, mmW UL
decoupling is proposed. The technique allows µW BSs to
receive mmW UL siganls. This thereby increases mmW
UL rate, resulting in up to 1.33 times overall DL rate
improvement in given scenarios (Propositions 6–7 in
Section IV-F).
• The mm-µW DL/UL resource allocations are numerically
estimated on the basis of a realistic 3D building blockage
model. The calculation incorporates the actual building
locations, sizes, and heights in Seoul, Korea (Table I in
Section V-A).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The mm-
µW network environment and its operations are specified in
Section II. The closed-form mm-µW UDN SEs are derived
in Section III. The results are utilized for providing tractable
mm-µW resource management as well as for emphasizing
the mmW UL decoupling impact in Section IV. Numerical
evaluation under a real data based 3D building blockage model
is presented in Section V followed by concluding remarks
in Section VI. The proofs of lemmas and propositions are
provided respectively in Appendices I and II.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
A. Millimeter-Wave Overlaid Cellular Network
A mm-µW network consists of mmW and µW BSs. The
locations of mmW BSs follow two-dimensional (2D) homo-
geneous Poisson point process (PPP) Φm with density λm
[27]. Similarly, the µW BS coordinates follow a homogeneous
PPP Φµ with density λµ, independent of Φm. Mobile user
coordinates independently follow a homogeneous PPP Φu with
density λu. Without loss of generality, Φu denotes either DL
or UL users with the same density. For simplicity, we hereafter
only focus on outdoor users whose coordinates do not overlap
with building blockages. The blockage modeling is specified
in Section II-B.
As Fig. 1 visualizes, users simultaneously associate with
mmW and µW BSs via different antennas for each as in
macro-and-small-cell dual connectivity [28]. The associations
of users for both mmW and µW are based on the maximum
received signal powers. Control signals are communicated via
3(a) mm-µW network operations (b) mm-µW DL/UL resource management
Fig. 1. Illustrations of mm-µW network operations and its DL/UL resource management under mmW non-penetrable building blockages: Associations.
Each user has a pair of dual connections for mm-µW receptions/transmissions based on the strongest received power association rule. By the aid of mmW
UL decoupling, mmW UL users are also able to associate with µW BSs if they provide stronger UL signals than mmW BSs (compare user 2 with user
1); DL/UL Rate Asymmetry. mmW UL bandwidth is limited by PAPR outage and/or DAC power dissipation at mobiles, i.e. Wm.u < Wm, and thus its
corresponding UL rate is smaller than DL rate; DL/UL Allocations. Given TDD operations, mm-µW UL allocation ratios are determined via adjusting βm
and βµ.
µW so as to guarantee the connections regardless of blockages.
The control signal traffic is assumed to be negligible when
calculating data rates since the volume is much less than that
of data transmissions.
Regarding multiple associations of users at a BS, the BS
selects a single active user per unit time slot according to
a uniformly random scheduler. The selected active users are
denoted as Φu˙. The mmW (or µW) BSs having at least a
single active user are represented by Φm˙ (or Φµ˙). Note that
Φu˙,Φm˙, and Φµ˙ are non-homogeneous PPPs due to their
location dependent active user selections; for instance, a user
having more neighboring BSs (or smaller Voronoi cell size of
the associated BS) is selected with higher probability, incurring
location dependency. The mm-µW BSs having no associated
users are turned-off.
B. Blockage Model
Consider building blockages that cannot be penetrated by
mmW signals. Every single mmW signal reception should
therefore ensure the line-of-sight (LOS) condition between
its transmitter-receiver pair. According to the average LOS
model [12], assume that LOS is guaranteed when a given
transmitter-receiver distance r is within an LOS distance RL
that is determined by the site geography of a network. The
LOS indicator function 1RL(r) represents such a model, which
returns unity if LOS exists, i.e. r ≤ RL; otherwise zero. Note
that mmW communication via non-LOS links is feasible in
practice through reflections as pointed out in [6], [12], [13].
Nevertheless, its impact on the the DL/UL rate asymmetry is
negligible since this increases both DL and UL mmW rates,
thus neglected in this paper. Analyzing the effect of mmW
reflections is expected to be viable via utilizing multiple-slope
path loss models [23], [25], deferred to future work.
The value of RL with the 2D blockage model [12], [13],
[29], [30] is directly computed by utilizing building perime-
ters, areas, and coverage from actual geographical data. For
the 3D blockage model, the calculation of RL additionally
incorporates building heights, to be further elaborated in
Section V-A. Throughout this paper, we by default consider
the 3D blockage model, but apply a 2D channel model that
provides more tractability. In contrast to mmW signals, µW
signals are not affected by blockages thanks to their high
diffraction and penetration characteristics.
C. Channel Model
For µW DL and UL, a signal is transmitted from a single
omnidirectional antenna with the fixed powers respectively set
as Pm.d and Pm.u. It is worth noting that UL power control
is neglected, which can be practically feasible under UDNs.
Cell sizes in a UDN are extremely small, and therefore UL
power control for cell edge users such as channel inversion
[31] loses its merit. The UL power control of course increases
energy efficiency even under UDNs, albeit out of the main
interest in this work.
The transmitted µW signal experiences path loss attenuation
with the exponent αµ > 2 as well as Rayleigh fading with
unity mean, i.e. channel fading power g ∼ exp(1). When
interference is treated as noise, by the aid of Slyvnyak’s
theorem [27], DL/UL SINR at a typical DL user and at an
UL Bs is then respectively represented as:
SINRµ.d :=
Pµ.dgr
−αµ∑
i∈Φµ˙(or Φu˙) Pµ.dgiri
−αµ + σ2
(1)
SINRµ.u :=
Pµ.ugr
−αµ∑
i∈Φu˙(or Φµ˙) Pµ.ugiri
−αµ + σ2
. (2)
For mmW DL and UL, a signal is directionally transmitted
from N number of antennas respectively with power Pm.d
and Pm.u. Its beam pattern experienced at a receiver follows
a simple model in [32] where the main lobe gain GN is
N with beam width θN = 2pi/
√
N , while neglecting side
lobes. The transmitted mmW signal experiences path loss
attenuation with the exponent αm > 2 as well as Rayleigh
fading with unity mean. Note that LOS dependent mmW
scenarios may be more in line with Rician fading, which
incorporates the number of LOS paths, or Nakagami-m fading
that can be a mean value approximation of the Rician fading by
4adjusting its shape factor m. The Rayleigh model in this paper,
nevertheless, enables better tractability while providing at least
a lower bound of the maximized DL rate under Nakagami-m
fading. That is because the signal-to-interference-plus-noise
(SINR) with Nakagami-m fading is lower bounded by the
value with Rayleigh fading, verified via a stochastic ordering
technique [33].
At a typical DL user and at an UL BS, the mmW SINR is
then given as:
SINRm.d :=
GNPm.dgr
−αm1RL(r)∑
i∈Φm˙ GNΘiPm.dgiri
−αm1RL(ri) + σ2
(3)
SINRm.u :=
GNPm.ugr
−αm1RL(r)∑
i∈Φu˙ GNΘiPm.ugiri
−αm1RL(ri) + σ2
(4)
where r and ri respectively denote the distances to the
associated BS (or user) and interfering BSs (or users) from
the origin, σ2 noise power, and Θi the probability that the
i-th transmitter with beam width θ interferes with the typical
receiver. Note that Θi is be assumed to be a uniformly random
variable since the associated receiver location of the i-th
interfering transmitter is also uniformly distributed.
Now that our interest of this paper is confined to ultra-
dense cellular networks, we hereafter only consider signal-
to-interference-ratio (SIR) instead of SINR by neglecting σ2
under a interference-limited regime, unless otherwise noted.
D. Resource Management under Limited mmW UL Bandwidth
Consider multiple access of mm-µW users by default fol-
lows orthogonal frequency-division multiple access (OFDMA)
during each unit time slot, unless otherwise noted. The entire
mm-µW spectrum bandwidths are given respectively as Wm
and Wµ.
For mmW, DL/UL resources are allocated in a time-division
duplex (TDD) manner via adjusting the mmW UL allocation
ratio βm. While mmW DL operates with the entire Wm, mmW
UL operations only utilize Wm.u < Wm due to the PAPR
outage at mobile users in return for the use of huge Wm (see
Fig. 1).
Under using single-carrier frequency-division multiple ac-
cess (SC-FDMA) at mmW UL transmissions, the said UL
PAPR bottleneck can be relaxed. Nevertheless, Wm.u is still
delimited due to huge sampling rate at mmW transmissions.
According to Nyquist-Shannon theorem, the sampling rate
at DAC should satisfy at least 2Wm.u. The bottleneck then
becomes the power limitation at DAC whose dissipated power
increases along with the sampling rate, or Wm.u [34]. Specific
mmW UL PAPR outage constraint and DAC power limitation
are deferred to Section IV-A.
For µW, DL/UL resource allocation follows TDD via ad-
justing µW UL allocation ratio βµ. This model is also able
to capture FDD based µW operations whose UL spectrum
allocation is βµWµ. In any cases, µW bandwidth Wµ is
much smaller than Wm, and therefore µW UL operations are
assumed to be free from the PAPR outage and DAC power
limitation at mobile users.
III. SPECTRAL EFFICIENCIES OF MILLIMETER-WAVE
OVERLAID ULTRA-DENSE CELLULAR NETWORKS
The closed-form representations for mm-µW SEs are of
prime concerns in this section. The derived results will play a
salient role in tractable mm-µW resource management in Sec-
tion IV. The SE is defined as ergodic capacity E log[1+SINR],
in units of nats/sec/Hz (1bit ≈ 0.693 nats) unless otherwise
noted. Unlike µW SE, mmW SE incorporates the degradation
resulting from blockages. Its impact is captured via average
LOS distance RL. We hereafter let the subscripts m and µ
denote mmW and µW respectively. The path loss exponent α
and BS density λ without subscripts can be either mmW or
µW, which improves notational reusability. In the following
subsections, closed-form mm-µW SEs are first presented in
Section III-A, and then their derivations are described in the
remainder of the subsections.
A. Closed-form mm-µW UDN SEs
For a BS density λ, let λˆ denote λ/λu. This ratio of BS-
to-user density determines the ultra-densification of a network
as follows.
Definition 1. (UDN) A cellular network with BS density λ
is called a UDN where λˆ 1. The notation f  g implies f
is sufficiently large so that O (g/f) is approximated by 0.
In a UDN regime, the difference between DL and UL µW
SEs, denoted respectively by γµ.d and γµ.u, is negligible. That
is because most of the associated user-BS distances of both DL
and UL become identical. Such a UDN regime, furthermore,
leads to the asymptotic convergence of the upper and lower
bounds of γµ.d (or γµ.u) as λˆµ increases. Its derivation is
deferred to Proposition 1 in Section III-C. The corresponding
asymptotic µW UDN SE is presented in the theorem below.
Theorem 1. (Asymptotic µW UDN SE) For λˆµ → ∞,
DL and UL µW SEs identically converge to γµ, i.e. γµ =
lim
λˆµ→∞
γµ.u = lim
λˆµ→∞
γµ.d, and the value is given as:
γµ =
αµ
2
log λˆµ. (5)
In a similar manner, mmW DL and UL SEs are denoted
respectively by γm.d and γm.u, and their values become
identical in a UDN regime. The upper and lower bounds
of γm.d (or γm.u) converge as specified at Proposition 3 in
Section III-D. The converged mmW UDN SE is stated in the
following theorem.
Theorem 2. (Asymptotic mmW UDN SE) For λˆm → ∞,
DL and UL mmW SEs identically converge to γm, i.e. γm =
lim
λˆm→∞
γm.u = lim
λˆm→∞
γm.d, and the value is given as:
γm =
αmpL
2
log λˆm (6)
where pL := 1− exp
(−λmpiRL2).
The results are illustrated in Fig. 2. According to The-
orems 1 and 2, both mm-µW SEs have two remarkable
characteristics under a UDN regime as follows.
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Fig. 2. The mm-µW DL/UL UDN SE upper and lower bounds as well as asymptotic values when λu = 0.01.
Remark 1. (BS-to-User Density Ratio Dependence) UDN SE
logarithmically increases with BS-to-user density ratio.
This first finding emphasizes what matters in a UDN is
the ratio of BS density to user density, also highlighted via
simulation in [20]. In addition, it is worth noticing that the
result above is distinct from the well-known SE behavior
that is independent of BS densification under an interference-
limited regime [35]. Such a difference is caused by unique
characteristics of UDN interference that is limited by user
density. In a DL UDN, for instance, user density puts a cap
on interference increase since it determines whether a BS
becomes an interferer via turning on/off the BS. On the other
hand, BS densification increases the desired signal power via
reducing the association distance by 1/(2
√
λ) on average,
resulting in the logarithmic SE improvement.
The second finding includes the exposition of a new-
found weak-interference regime that has a mixed nature of
interference/noise-limited behaviors as follows.
Remark 2. (Weak Interference-Limited UDN) An
interference-limited UDN shows distinctive behavior toward
mmW blockages and BS densification, which is similar to the
trends in a noise-limited regime.
Clear understanding of this unique UDN trait follows from
revisiting an interference-limited network whose noise power
is negligible compared to interference, i.e. SINR ≈ SIR. In
a traditioanl interference-limited network, it is well known
that SE increases along with path loss exponent [35] and
blockages [12]. Their corresponding interference reductions
dominate the desired power decreases, thereby leading to SE
increases. Under this interference-limited network, in addition,
SE is independent of BS densification and transmission power
increase [35]. The reason is they improve the desired signal
power and interference alike, thus cancelling their impact each
other.
In an interference-limited UDN, the effects of path loss
exponent and transmission power increase directly follow the
same trends in a traditional interference-limited network. On
the other hand, the increase in blockages, i.e. increasing
pL via reducing RL, decreases mmW UDN SE. That is
because a large number of mmW UDN interferers dominate
the blocked interferers. It makes the interference reduction
due to blockages negligible. The UDN SE therefore depends
solely on the desired signal power decrease due to blockages.
Unlike a traditional interference-limited network, it is also
remarkable that BS densification increases UDN SE in a log-
arithmic manner as stated after Remark 1. Such trends toward
blockages and BS densification under an interference-limited
UDN are analogous to the behaviors in a traditional noise-
limited network where interference is negligible compared to
noise.
When reminding of the UDN interference delimited by user
density, it is worth mentioning that a UDN with low user
density may become noise-limited. Nevertheless, its trivial
tendency due to removing interfering interaction is not of our
interest, thus neglected. The following subsections describe
the major techniques for the derivations of Theorems 1 and 2.
The relationship of the techniques are summarized in Fig. 3.
B. Preliminary Techniques
This section introduces two approximations that are feasible
under a UDN regime. These techniques make a detour around
the obstacles disrupting the tractable SE analysis.
The first technique tackles the nonhomogeneity of the
interferers, active BSs for DL and active users for UL. As
described in Section II-A, this intractability is induced by the
random active user selection at multiple access. The selection
probability of active users depends on each BS’s cell coverage
whose size is affected by its neighboring BSs; for instance,
a user in a BS dense region is more likely to be selected
due to the small cell coverage size of the associated BS. This
inter-node dependency results in non-homogeneous interferer
distributions.
6log
(
1 +
[
ρµ
−1λˆµ
]αµ
2
)
− αµ
2
≤ γµ.d (or γµ.u) ≤ log
(
1 +
[(
1 +
2
αµ
)
λˆµ
]αµ
2
)
− αµ
2
(12)
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Fig. 3. Mathematical technique connections toward the derivations of
Theorems 1 and 2.
In a UDN regime, however, such a location dependency
diminishes since cell size tends to be identical. We thus
approximate the interferers are independently thinned. The
thinning probability for DL is active BS probability pa, and for
UL is user selection probability ps, derived in [14] as follows.
pa = 1−
[
1 +
(
3.5λˆ
)−1]−3.5
(7)
ps = paλˆ (8)
The corresponding interferer distribution is specified in the
following lemma.
Lemma 1. (Homogeneous Interferer Approximation) As
λˆ → ∞, both DL and UL interferer coordinates identically
converge to a homogeneous PPP with density λu.
This underpins the homogeneous PPP approximation of the
interferer coordinates in a UDN, of which the validity is
also investigated by simulation in [15]. The result intuitively
implies that the interferer coordinates converge to user co-
ordinates in a UDN regime. It is thus notable that such a
homogeneous PPP approximation is valid only when users are
uniformly distributed. Investigating the impact of different user
distributions in a UDN could therefore be an important issue
for further directions.
The second technique enhances the tractability of the SE
representations. As an example of the SE calculation, consider
a DL UDN with BS density λ. At a typical user, the associated
BS is the nearest BS out of the entire BSs deployed with
density λ while the interferers are active BSs whose density is
approximated as λu (or paλ) via Lemma 1. Exploiting Camp-
bell theorem [27] with the same technique at the equation (16)
in [35], the corresponding DL UDN SE γd is represented as
γd =
∫
t>0
ER
[
exp
(
−λupi(et − 1) 2αR2
∫ ∞
(et−1)−
2
α
du
1 + u
α
2
)]
dt
(9)
where R denotes the distance to the associated BS from the
typical user.
Nevertheless, this representation is not tractable due to the
innermost integration range that depends on t. To remove such
a dependency, we first exploit the following approximation
proposed in our preliminary work [17], which is tight in a
UDN regime.
Lemma 2. (UDN Approximation) Consider a UDN with BS
density λ. For a nonnegative constant I  λ, the following
approximation holds.
ER
[
exp
(−λupir2I)] ≈ [1− λˆ−1I]+ (10)
In the following Sections III-C and D, this result will be
combined with (9), and leads to tractable upper and lower
bounds of µW and mmW DL/UL SEs, each of which identi-
cally converges on the asymptotic closed-form SE respectively
in Theorems 1 and 2.
C. µW SE Bounds (Derivation of Theorem 1)
Let ρ(t)µ denote µW interference constant defined as∫∞
(et−1)−
2
αµ
du
1+u
αµ
2
. This corresponds with the innermost inte-
gration in (9). To avoid double integration in (9) for tractabil-
ity, we consider the lower and upper bound of ρ(t)µ as below.
Lemma 3. (µW Interference Constant Bounds) The following
inequality holds for all t > 0(
1 +
2
αµ
)−1
− (et − 1)− 2αµ ≤ ρ(t)µ ≤ ρµ (11)
where ρµ :=
∫
u>0
du
1+u
αµ
2
=
(
2pi
αµ
)
csc
(
2pi
αµ
)
.
Applying Lemmas 2 and 3 to (9) provides the following
tractable upper and lower bounds of µW DL/UL UDN SEs.
Proposition 1. (µW DL/UL UDN SE Bounds) In a UDN
regime, µW DL SE γµ.d and UL SE are identically bounded
as (12) at the top of the page.
This result reveals that µW DL/UL SEs share the same
upper and lower bounds in a UDN regime. The reason is
because the user-to-interfering active BS distances asymp-
totically converge on the inter-user distances as BS density
increases.
In addition, the proposition shows the upper and lower
bounds of µW DL/UL UDN SEs logarithmically increases
with the BS-to-user density ratio. For the DL, the improvement
in SE results from the fact that BS densification reduces its
corresponding Voronoi cell sizes. This turns off the BSs having
no active user within their cells. Consequently, at a typical
user, the interfering active BSs decrease, and their density ends
up with being delimited by user density (recall Lemma 1). At
the same time, the densification shortens the distance between
a typical user and its associated BS, thereby yielding the SE
increase.
For the UL, the SE improvement follows from the cell size
reduction along with densification in a similar way to the
7∫
t>0
p
(t)
L
(
1− ρmλˆm−1
[
N−
1
2 (et − 1)
] 2
αm
)+
dt ≤ γm.d (or γm.u) ≤
∫
t>0
p
(t)
L
(
1−
[(
1 +
2
αm
)
λˆm
]−1 [
N−
1
2
(
et − 1)] 2αm )+ dt
(16)
pL
[
log
(
1 +N
1
2
[
ρm
−1λˆm
]α
2
)
− αm
2
]
≤ γm.d (or γm.u) ≤ CL2 log
(
1 +N
1
2
[(
1 +
2
αm
)
λˆm
]αm
2
)
(17)
where p(t)L := 1− e
−λmpiRL2
{
1+λˆm
−1ρm
[
N
− 1
2 (et−1)
] 2
αm
}
and CL2 := 1− e−λmpiRL
2
{
1+ρm
(
1+ 2
αm
)}
DL case. The difference is the BS densification may increase
interferers by increasing the number of the selected users. In a
UDN regime, nevertheless, such an interferer increasing effect
rarely occurs, leading to improve the SE as in the DL scenario.
D. mmW SE Bounds (Derivation of Theorem 2)
Directional mmW signal transmissions decrease the aggre-
gate interference at a typical receiver compared to omnidi-
rectional transmissions. The reduced interference amount is
specified as below.
Lemma 4. (Directional Interference Thinning) At a typical
user (or BS), DL mmW aggregate interference IΣm.d and UL
mmW aggregate interference IΣm.u are represented as:
IΣm.d ≈
∑
i∈Φm
(
λuN
− 1
αm
) giri−αm1RL(ri) (13)
IΣm.u ≈
∑
i∈Φu
(
λuN
− 1
αm
) giri−αm1RL(ri). (14)
The rest of the derivation follows the similar proce-
dure for the µW case in Section III-C. Let ρ(t)m :=∫ (RLr )2(et−1)− 2αm
(et−1)−
2
αm
du
1+u
αm
2
. The following lemma provides
tractable upper and lower bounds of ρ(t)m .
Lemma 5. (mmW Interference Constant Bounds) The follow-
ing inequality holds: (i) for λˆm →∞ almost surely; and (ii)
for a UDN with probability 1− exp (−ρmλupiRL2).
1−
(
1 +
αm
2
)−1
− (et − 1)− 2αm ≤ ρ(t)m ≤ ρm (15)
where ρm :=
∫
u>0
du
1+u
αm
2
=
(
2pi
αm
)
csc
(
2pi
αm
)
In a UDN, it is highly feasible to apply the inequality above
for LOS distance and/or user density. According to Table I, our
target geography corresponds with such an environment. At
Gangnam, for instance, the inequality holds with probability
greater than 0.93 (λu = 1×10−4, αm = 2.5). We thus assume
Lemma 5 always holds in a UDN hereafter.
The mmW DL/UL UDN SEs are then upper and lower
bounded by applying Lemmas 4 and 5 to (9).
Proposition 2. (mmW DL/UL UDN SE Bounds) In a UDN
regime, mmW DL SE γm.d and UL SE γm.u are identically
bounded as (16) at the top of this page.
It shows both DL/UL mmW SEs have the same upper and
lower bounds as in the case of µW SE in Proposition 1.
The impact of ultra-densification however cannot be explicitly
interpreted in this form due to the integrations therein.
To capture the mmW UDN behavior in a more intuitive
way, we consider less tight but more tractable upper and
lower bounds. The modified lower bound follows from pL ≤
p
(t)
L . For the upper bound, observe that the maximum t is
log
(
1 +N
1
2
[(
1 + 2αm
)
λˆm
]αm
2
)
such that the upper bound
integrand is non-zero. Combining them provides the following
closed-form upper and lower bounds.
Corollary 1. (Tractable mmW DL/UL UDN SE Upper
Bound) In a UDN regime, mmW DL SE γm.d and UL SE
γm.u are identically upper bounded as (17) at the top.
This indicates mmW SE also logarithmically increases with
the BS-to-user density ratio as in the µW SE in Section III-C.
The only difference is its average LOS probability pL due to
the blockage vulnerability of mmW signals.
IV. UPLINK/DOWNLINK RESOURCE MANAGEMENT IN
MILLIMETER-WAVE UPLINK DECOUPLED ULTRA-DENSE
CELLULAR NETWORKS
This section jointly optimizes mm-µW DL/UL resource
allocations so that the overall average DL rate is maximized
while guaranteeing a minimum UL rate. In addition, we
propose a mmW UL decoupling that further enhances the
DL rate without procuring additional spectrum resources.
For the calculations including mm-µW SEs, we henceforth
approximate the exact values by the results in Theorems 1
and 2, of which the tightness is validated in Fig. 2. The
following subsections firstly specify preliminaries and problem
formulation, and then provide the mm-µW resource allocation
results.
A. Limited mmW UL Bandwidth
The mm-µW resource management incorporates the limited
mmW UL spectrum amount Wm.u as discussed in Section
II-D. Such a problem follows from (i) PAPR outage constraint
and (ii) DAC power limitation at mobile users.
Firstly, the PAPR outage constraint is given as
Pr (PAPR > δ) ≤  for constants δ,  > 0. According
to [36], the PAPR outage constraint can be rephrased as
8Pr (PAPR > δ) = 1− exp
(
−we
−δ
fs
√
piδ
3
)
≤  (18)
where w denotes UL spectrum bandwidth and fs subcarrier
spacing.
Secondly, the limitation on DAC power dissipation Pdac
is given as Pdac ≤ Pmax. As in the case of analog-to-
digital converter (ADC) [37], Pdac is assumed to be linearly
proportional to the use of spectrum bandwidth. This yields the
Pdac limitation as
Pdac = cdacw ≤ Pmax (19)
where cdac is a non-negative constant in units of W/Hz.
These enable calculating the limited mmW UL bandwidth
Wm.u, the maximum w simultaneously satisfying (18) and
(19). The smaller value from either PAPR outage constraint
or DAC power limitation determines Wm.u as follows.
Wm.u = min
{
fse
δ
√
3
piδ
log (1− )−1 , Pmax/cdac,Wm
}
(20)
Note that PAPR outage is likely to occur under OFDMA
based mmW UL transmissions. SC-FDMA may relax this
outage problem, but its excessive DAC dissipation may still
put a strain on the use of the entire mmW UL bandwidth. The
limited mmW UL bandwidth in (20) capture both scenarios,
and its impact is investigated by simulation in Section V-C.
B. mmW UL Decoupling
The limited mmW UL bandwidth makes it difficult to satisfy
the minimum UL to DL rate ratio, and thereby holds back
overall DL rate increase. To resolve this problem, we propose
a novel mmW UL decoupling scheme that enables mmW UL
receptions at the incumbent µW BSs (see user 2 in Fig. 1). By
the aid of this proposed approach, mmW UL users are able
to associate with not only mmW but also µW BSs; in other
words, mmW UL decoupled BS to user density ratio becomes
λˆm+ λˆµ while mmW DL BS to user density ratio is λˆm. This
as a result increases mmW spatial reuse as well as mmW
received signal power, leading to ease the UL bottleneck.
Note that the DL and UL in the proposed scheme are
decoupled over different mm-µW RATs. Especially in an
UDN, its association distance reduction via obtaining more
UL BSs is the sole advantage. It is thus different from µW
single RAT UL/DL decoupling [38], [39] that resolves the
DL/UL imbalance in transmission power and/or scheduling,
of which the both mismatches are negligible under UDNs (see
Definition 1 and discussion after Remark 2).
From a practical point of view, such a mmW UL decoupling
is cost-effective. The approach at legacy µW BSs only requires
additional mmW receive antennas and corresponding circuit
components without power amplifiers. Sharing the existing
data backhauls in part while having no need of additional
power suppliers and site acquisition cost are expected to
make the solution practically viable. The impact of mmW UL
decoupling on mm-µW resource management and its resultant
DL rate improvement are provided in Section IV-F.
C. SE in Sparse mmW Networks
To further investigate the initial mmW deployment stages,
this subsection additionally considers mmW SE under a sparse
network. For simplicity, a sparse mmW network where λˆm <
1 is assumed to be noise-limited. The desired mmW SE is
then given as follows.
Proposition 3. (mmW Sparse SE) For λˆm ≤ 1, DL mmW SE
γm.d and UL SE γm.u are:
γm.d =
2piλˆm
2λuPm.d
2
αm
∫ RL
0
re
σ2rαm
Pm.dN
−λˆmλupir2Γ
(
0,
σ2rαm
Pm.dN
)
dr
(21)
γm.u =
2piλˆm
2λuPm.u
2
αm
∫ RL
0
re
σ2rαm
Pm.uN
−λˆmλupir2Γ
(
0,
σ2rαm
Pm.uN
)
dr
(22)
where Γ(0, x) :=
∫∞
x
e−t/tdt.
Note that the results above incorporate the impact of mul-
tiple user access. Under a uniformly random scheduler, the
average selection probability of a typical user by a mmW BS
is λˆm, multiplied in front of the integrations in (21) and (22).
Let γ(s)m.d(λˆm) and γ
(s)
m.u(λˆm) respectively denote (21) and
(22) under sparse mmW networks. We hereafter consider γ(s)m.d
and γ(s)m.u as the DL and UL mmW SEs for λˆm < 1 and the
results in Theorems 1 and 2 for λˆm ≥ 1.
D. Problem Formulation
Define DL and UL average rates Rd and Ru as follows.
Rd := (1− βm)Wmγm.d + (1− βµ)Wµγµ (23)
Ru := βmWm.uγm.u + βµWµγµ (24)
Consider following two assumptions: A1. mmW DL (or UL)
capacity with the entire spectrum use exceeds the µW DL
(or UL) capacity, i.e. Wmγm > Wµγµ; and A2. the required
mimimum UL rate is no greater than DL rate, i.e. ζ ≤ 1 where
ζ denotes the minimum ratio of UL to DL rates. The former
A1 is justified by the motivation of the mmW use, enabling
higher capacity via huge Wm that compensates low γm due
to high distance attenuations. The later A2 is based on the
well-known traffic statistics that DL demand is much higher
that UL demand.
Such (23) and (24) are then calculated under a given
µW UDN and the overlaid mmW sparse/ultra-dense network
therein. Note that µW may also be a sparse network in
practice although its ultra-densification is expected to be less
demanding compared to a mmW UDN from both technical and
economic perspectives. Analyzing the impact of µW is directly
viable by utilizing the SE representation under a sparse µW
network in our preceding result, equation (4) in [17]. In this
paper, however, a sparse µW network is not addressed in order
to focus more on the impact of mmW BS densification.
We hereafter focus on mm-µW UL resource allocations via
adjusting the UL allocation ratios βm and βµ that are no
9greater than unity. DL mm-µW allocation ratios are straight-
forwardly determined as 1 − βm and 1 − βµ. The objective
problem is then formulated as follows.
P1. maximize
βm, βµ
Rd
subject to
Ru/Rd ≥ ζ (25)
0 ≤ βm, βµ ≤ 1. (26)
The problem above is a linear programming with two
variables under a feasible region given by (25) and (26).
The optimal solutions of the problem and their engineering
implications are elucidated in the following section.
E. mm-µW Resource Management
Our resource management aims at maximizing the overall
mm-µW DL rate with guaranteeing the minimum UL/DL rate
ratio via adjusting mm-µW UL allocations. The corresponding
solution is provided as mmW BS-to-user density ratio λˆm
increases.
The optimal mm-µW resource allocations for P1 are given
as below.
Proposition 4. (Optimal mm-µW UL Resource Allocations)
In a µW UDN, optimal mm-µW UL allocations
(
β∗m, β
∗
µ
)
are
given as follows.
• For λˆm < 1,(
0,
[
1 + ζ−1
]−1 [
1 +
2Wmγ
(s)
m.d
(λˆm)
αµWµ log λˆµ
])
if λˆm < λˆS([
ζ + Wm.uγ
(s)
m.u(λˆm)
Wmγ
(s)
m.d
(λˆm)
]−1 [
ζ − αµWµ log λˆµ
2Wmγ
(s)
m.d
(λˆm)
]
, 1
)
otherwise
(27)
• For λˆm ≥ 1,(
0,
[
1 + ζ−1
]−1 [
1 + αmWmpL log λˆm
αµWµ log λˆµ
])
if λˆm < λˆU([
ζ + Wm.u
Wm
]−1 [
ζ − αµWµ log λˆµ
αmWmpL log λˆm
]
, 1
)
otherwise
(28)
where λˆU = λˆµ
αµWµ
ζαmpLWm and λˆS is the value satisfying
γ
(s)
m.d(λˆm) = Wµγµ/ (ζWm)
It is notable that the mm-µW UL allocations make a sudden
change when crossing a critical mmW BS to user density
ratio λˆS or λˆU for sparse or ultra-dense mmW networks. The
following remark specifies this behavior.
Remark 3. (µW-to-mmW UL Allocation) As mmW BS density
increases,
1. µW resource should first be allocated to UL while keeping
mmW dedicated to DL (β∗m = 0);
2. mmW UL allocation begins to increase after µW UL
allocation reaches the entire spectrum (β∗µ = 1).
Note that such a sequential µW-to-mmW resource allocation
always occurs so long as the UL mmW bandwidth is limited,
i.e. Wm.u < Wm.
The remark implies allocating µW resource more to UL
than to DL for sufficiently dense mmW BS deployment. This
ends up with the DL dedicated mmW and UL dedicated µW
scenarios under extensive mmW BS proliferation, which is in
the opposite direction to the traditional µW resource allocation
trend giving top priority to DL.
Such DL mmW and UL µW dedications are interestingly
in accordance with the recently proposed mm-µW resource
allocation concepts from industry and regulatory perspectives
[1], [39]. Providing stable UL communications for control
signals [1] and mitigating mmW UL transmission power
limitation due to mmW’s high electromagnetic field exposure
[39] are their reasons behind. From a different point of view,
our proposed approach results from detouring mmW UL
bandwidth limitation.
Next, the tractable result in Proposition 4 provides the
minimum µW UL allocation at the initial stage of mmW
deployment.
Corollary 2. (Min. µW UL Allocation) The minimum µW UL
allocation amount depends solely on ζ, i.e. limλˆm→0 β
∗
µ =
1/
(
1 + ζ−1
)
.
The results shows the minimum β∗µ ranges from 0 to 0.5
for ζ’s from 0 to 1. This straightforwardly accords with the
resource allocation tendency in a traditional cellular network
as the impact of mmW overlay is neglected.
Similarly, Proposition 4 provides the maximum mmW UL
allocation at the extremely dense mmW BS deployment.
Corollary 3. (Max. mmW UL Allocation) The maximum
mmW UL allocation amount depends only on ζ, Wm, and
Wm.u, i.e. limλˆm→∞ β
∗
m =
(
1 + Wm.uζWm
)−1
.
It is remarkable that the maximum β∗m does not depend on
µW bandwidth and SE but on mmW DL and UL bandwidths.
This is because the mmW UL rate becomes dominant under
this extreme mmW BS densification.
Lastly, Proposition 4 tractably captures the blockage impact
on mm-µW resource allocations via average LOS probability
pL, an increasing function of average LOS distance RL.
Remark 4. (Blockage Impacts on Resource Allocations) In a
mm-µW UDN,
1. Both mm-µW UL allocations decrease as blockage becomes
more severe;
2. The µW UL allocation gaps between geographical loca-
tions increase for λˆm < λˆU whereas the gaps decrease for
λˆm ≥ λˆU .
The first argument results from the weak interference-
limited characteristics on blockages in a UDN (see Remark
2). More blockages decrease mmW UDN SE. This results in
larger DL rate decrement than UL rate due to Wm.u < Wm. As
a consequence, DL/UL rate asymmetry becomes less severe.
The second argument follows from the µW-to-mmW UL
allocation order (Remark 3). When λˆm < λˆU , the mmW SE
improvement by densification amplifies the blockage depen-
dent impact on the SE, leading to the result. When λˆm ≥ λˆU ,
on the other hand, mmW BS densification becomes almost
always achieving LOS conditions, i.e. pL → 1, and therefore
the blockage impact on SE rapidly diminishes. Fig. 7 in
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Section V-C illustrates such a blockage dependent behavior.
The optimal mm-µW UL allocations in Proposition 3 are
followed by the maximized DL rate with the minimum UL
constraint (25) in P1 as below.
Proposition 5. (Max. DL UDN Rate) For a mm-µW UDN
with the optimal UL allocation given in Proposition 3, the
maximized DL rate Rd∗ is:
[2 (ζ + 1)]
−1
log λˆµ
αµWµ λˆm
αmWmpL if λˆm < λˆU ;[
2
(
ζ + Wm.uWm
)]−1
log λˆµ
αµWµ λˆm
αmWm.upL otherwise.
(29)
The result shows that the maximized DL rate is a logarith-
mic function of mm-µW BS-to-user densities. It is remarkable
that the maxmized DL rate becomes highly restricted by the
limited UL bandwidth Wm.u for λˆm ≥ λˆU . This can be
relieved via mmW UL decoupling proposed in Section IV-B.
The following subsection investigates its impact on mm-µW
resource allocations.
F. mm-µW Resource Management with mmW UL Decoupling
Under mmW UL decoupled systems, legacy µW BSs can
receive mmW signals. This makes mmW UL BS density to
user ratio become λˆm+λˆµ. This leads to the modified mm-µW
UL resource allocations.
Proposition 6. (Optimal mm-µW UL Resource Allocations
with mmW UL Decoupling) In a µW UDN, optimal mm-µW
UL allocations
(
β∗m, β
∗
µ
)
are given as follows.
• For λˆm < 1:(
0,
[
1 + ζ−1
]−1 [
1 +
2Wmγ
(s)
m.d
(λˆm)
αµWµ log λˆµ
])
if λˆm < λˆS ;([
ζ +
Wm.uγ
(s)
m.u(λˆm+λˆµ)
Wmγ
(s)
m.d
(λˆm)
]−1 [
ζ − αµWµ log λˆµ
2Wmγ
(s)
m.d
(λˆm)
]
, 1
)
otherwise
(30)
• For λˆm ≥ 1:(
0,
[
1 + ζ−1
]−1 [
1 + αmWmpL log λˆm
αµWµ log λˆµ
])
if λˆm < λˆU ;([
ζ +
Wm.u log(λˆm+λˆµ)
Wm log λˆm
]−1 [
ζ − αµWµ log λˆµ
αmWmpL log(λˆm+λˆµ)
]
, 1
)
otherwise
(31)
Note that the results above assume Wmγm.d > Wm.uγm.u
always holds. Its opposite case indicates the DL dedicated
mmW rate is less than the mmW UL rate with the limited UL
mmW bandwidth. This can mathematically occur but not in
practice, thus neglected.
The resource allocation impact of mmW UL decoupling
compared to the allocations without the decoupling is specified
in the following remark.
Remark 5. (mmW UL Decoupling Impact on Resource Al-
locations) mmW UL decoupling reduces mmW UL allocation
when λˆm exceeds λˆS or λˆU respectively for a sparse or ultra-
dense mmW network.
The UL allocation of mmW bandwidth only occurs when
λˆm exceeds λˆS or λˆU . For less λˆm, mmW bandwidth is
dedicated to DL transmissions, yielding such a result.
In addition, the DL rate resulting from the mm-µW alloca-
tion in Proposition 6 is presented as below.
Proposition 7. (Max. DL UDN Rate with mmW UL Decou-
pling) For a mm-µW UDN with mmW UL decoupling and the
optimal UL allocation given in Proposition 5, maximized DL
rate Rd∗ is:
[2 (1 + ζ)]−1 log λˆµαµWµ λˆmαmWmpL if λˆm < λˆU ;[
2
(
ζ +
Wm.u log(λˆm+λˆµ)
Wm log λˆm
)]−1
log λˆµ
αµWµ
(
λˆm + λˆµ
)αmWm.upL
otherwise.
(32)
This DL rate with mmW decoupling and its improvement
from the DL rate without the decoupling are visualized at
Fig. 9 in Section V-C.
V. NUMERICAL EVALUATION WITH A REAL GEOGRAPHY
BASED 3D BLOCKAGE MODEL
The mm-µW SEs in Section III and the corresponding
DL/UL resource management in Section IV are numerically
evaluated in this section. To maximize their practical feasi-
bility, we apply a 3D blockage model, and calculate average
LOS distance RL with the actual building geography in Seoul,
Korea.
A. Average LOS Distance under a Real Geography Based 3D
Blockage Model
The possibility that a given link with distance r is LOS not
only depends on blockage locations but also their heights. We
consider both effects by applying a 3D blockage model [12].
Its corresponding 3D average LOS distance is given as:
RL =
2(1− κ)
βη
(33)
where
β :=
−2ρ log (1− κ)
piA
, (34)
η :=
∫ 1
0
Pr (H ≤ (1− s)B) ds, (35)
ρ average blockage perimeter, κ average building coverage,
A average building area, H building height, and B BS height.
Note that putting η = 1 into (35) yields 2D average LOS
distance R2DL .
By the aid of the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, and
Transport of Korea, we calculate β and η that correspond to
three hotsopt regions in Seoul, Korea: Gangnam, Jongro, and
Yonsei university town, visuallized in Fig. 4 (see [40] for their
geographical data and further calculation details). The results
are presented in Table I. Comparing 2D and 3D LOS distances
reveals that these two values are less correlated. For instance,
the R2DL in Gangnam is larger than the value in Manhattan,
but such a relationship is reversed from the perspective of
RL. it is thus necessary to consider a 3D blockage model for
a practically feasible analysis.
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(a) Gangnam (2 × 2 km2) (b) Jongro (1 × 1 km2) (c) Yonsei (2 × 2 km2)
Fig. 4. Target areas for building statistics: Gangnam, Jongro, and Yonsei, Seoul, Korea [40].
TABLE I
AVERAGE LOS DISTANCES MEASURED FROM BUILDING STATISTICS IN SEOUL, KOREA
Gangnam Jongro Yonsei Manhattan [30] Chicago [30]
Building parameters (unit)
(
2× 2 km2) (1× 1 km2) (2× 2 km2) (1× 1 km2) (0.5× 0.5 km2)
Avgerage perimeter ρ (m2) 59.02 39.29 51.99 73.78 114.48
Avgerage area A (m2) 218.60 107.67 173.95 312.26 886.46
Coverage κ (%) 34.77 46.90 25.48 45.83 42.02
Avgerage height EH (m) 14.23 8.12 11.14 101.00 28.95
Height ∼ logN (µ,σ) (1.62, 0.27) (0.69, 0.55) (1.10, 0.34) (3.32, 0.30) (1.36, 1.23)
2D blockage parameter β 0.073 0.014 0.056 0.092 0.045
3D height parameter η 0.36 0.22 0.13 0.12 0.46
2D LOS distance R2DL (m) 17.77 7.22 26.63 11.75 25.88
3D LOS distance RL (m) 49.61 33.33 198.76 98.11 56.20
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Fig. 5. Distributions of the number of floors in Seoul, Korea (dotted lines),
and their lognormal fitted curves (solid lines). The root mean square error of
each fitted curve is less than 0.016.
The calculations of β rely on QGIS, an open source ge-
ographic information system (GIS) [41]. The process for η
additionally requires the distribution of building height H due
to (35). Now that the given geographic data does not include
the building height information, we detour this problem via
the information on the number of building floors. We assume
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Fig. 6. The spectral efficiencies of DL µW and DL mmW with the 2D/3D
LOS distance values at Gangnam, Jongro, Yonsei in Seoul, Korea as well as
Manhattan and Chicago in the US where the LOS distance values are found
in Table I (αµ = 4, αm = 2.5, λu = 1).
unit floor height is 3 m, and then derive the building floor
distribution via the data curve fitting (see Fig. 5). For BS
heights, also required in (35), we assume each BS height
follows the average building height EH . Note that the η
values of Manhattan and Chicago are also calculated in this
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work for fair comparisons of the blockage environments. Their
geographical data follow from the same sources in [30].
B. mm-µW SEs under a Real Geography Based 3D Blockages
Based on a 3D blockage model with the actual building
statistics summarized in Table I, Fig. 6 visualizes the mm-µW
SEs in Theorems 1 and 2. The significant gap between mm-
µW UDN SEs can be explained via the effects of path loss
exponent and mmW blockages in a weak interference-limited
regime. The smaller mmW path loss exponent for LOS links
results in the lower mmW SE than µW SE. Further mmW
SE degradation results from the more blockages than the µW
environment that is blockage-free as assumed in Section II-B.
Another notable point is the impact of 3D blockage model
whose resultant mmW SEs are higher than the values under
a 2D blockage model. At a receiver in the 2D model, all
buildings whose locations are in the straight line from the
transmitter become blockages. In the 3D model, on the other
hand, different building heights make some of these buildings
still guarantee LOS conditions. Such effects reduces blockage
degradations compared to the 2D model, yielding higher SEs.
C. mm-µW Resource Management
We by default consider mm-µW bandwidths are respectively
given as 2 GHz and 20 MHz under 25% minimum UL/DL
rate ratio. The corresponding result is compared with the
case where mmW bandwidth is set as 3 GHz under the 50%
UL/DL rate ratio. Note that such UL/DL rate ratios are in
line with the 3GPP Release 12 standards [42]: for its peak
rate specifications, the UL/DL rate ratio 25% indicates user
equipment category (CAT) 5, 10, and 14; the ratio 50% is in
accordance with CAT 1–3, and 8, where the ratio for smart
devices ranges from 8% to 50%.
The remaining parameters are given as follows: λu = 10−4,
λµ = 2λu, Pµ.d = Pm.d = 40 dBm, Pµ.u = Pm.u = 20 dBm;
(for PAPR) fs = 244.14 kHz [43], δ = 12 dB,  = 0.01; (for
DAC power) cw = 24.28 mW/GHz [44], Pmax = 20 mW [37].
Fig. 7 visuallizes mm-µW UL allocations without mmW
UL decoupling (see Proposition 4 for analytic details). As
mmW BS density increases, it shows µW UL allocation
increases while keeping mmW UL allocation zero, i.e. DL
dedicated mmW. This trend holds until from 0.57 (Yonsei) to
1.03 (Jongro) times mmW BS densification compared to user
density, where it starts dedicating µW to UL. After reaching
the UL dedication of µW, mmW UL allocation then begins to
increase (Remark 3). For mmW allocations, abrupt curve slope
transitions at λm = 1×10−4 (or λˆm = 1) occur, where mmW
BS densification changes from sparse to ultra-dense regimes.
For both mm-µW allocations, high blockage locations (RL:
Yonsei>Gangnam>Jongro) require more UL allocations since
their DL/UL rate mismatch becomes severe (Remark 4).
Fig. 8 illustrates the impact of mmW UL decoupling on
mm-µW UL resource allocations (Proposition 6). The pro-
posed UL decoupling reduces mmW UL allocations (Remark
5). For Yonsei, as an example, 47% mmW UL allocation
reduction is achieved at λˆm = 1. For all locations, it is
worth noting that mmW UL decoupling yields the identical
maximum mmW UL allocations 0.55 to the case without
the decoupling since the value is independent of mmW BS
densification as well as blockages (Corollary 3).
Fig. 9 shows the overall DL rates with and without mmW
UL decoupling under the proposed mm-µW resource alloca-
tions (Propositions 5 and 7). The DL rate improvements are
up to 33% in Yonsei and 15% in Jongro.
Fig. 10 provides the mm-µW resource allocations with
different system parameters from the case in Fig. 7. For mmW
bandwidth Wm increase to 3 GHz in Fig. 10-a, mmW UL
allocation increases, by 1.37 times in Yonsei at λˆm = 1 and
by 1.2 times for the maximum mmW UL allocations.
For minimum UL to DL rate ratio ζ increase to 50% in
Fig. 10-b, both mm-µW UL allocations increase: up to 70%
µW allocation increase; 58% mmW increase in Yonsei at
λˆm = 1 and 31% increase for the maximum mmW UL
allocations. It is worth noting that the minimum µW UL
allocations depend solely on ζ by comparing Figs. 7, 8, and
10 (Corollary 2).
For DAC power limited systems in Fig. 10-c, mmW UL
allocation in Yonsei at λˆm = 1 decreases by 34%, and
the maximum mmW UL allocations also decrease by 33%,
compared to the allocations in Fig. 7. Note that our simulation
settings in Fig. 7 are PAPR outage limited, i.e. PAPR limited
mmW UL bandwidth is smaller than the DAC power limited
mmW UL bandwidth in (20). This may correspond with an
OFDMA scenario where a large number of multiple carriers
are likely to incur high PAPR. Neglecting the PAPR limited
mmW UL bandwidth in (20) yields DAC power limited
systems in Fig. 10-c, which may correspond to an SC-FDMA
environment where PAPR outage hardly occurs.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper tackles the mmW UL bottleneck due to high
PAPR in 5G mm-µW cellular networks. As its solution,
inter-tier DL/UL resource management in concert with mmW
UL decoupling is proposed, and its impact is analyzed in
a tractable manner. The result indicates that mm-µW re-
source allocations have high priorities respectively in DL
and UL (Proposition 3). In addition, it shows mmW UL
decoupling mitigates the UL bottleneck, thereby increasing
DL rate (Proposition 7). The closed-form mm-µW UDN SEs
(Theorems 1 and 2) are key enablers to provide such an
intuitive guideline. A real geography based 3D blockage model
enhances the practical feasibility of our analysis.
The tractable analysis of this study removes the complicated
representations in mm-µW resource management, yet in return
reduces its practical viability. To further validate our result, its
follow-up investigation may incorporate more realistic near-
field channel behaviors. 3D channel characteristics and diverse
path loss attenuations are major candidates.
Further extension could also contemplate the impact of
DL transmission outage. Our mm-µW resource management
in the end suggests mmW exclusive DL transmissions from
the average DL rate point of view. The blockage vulnerable
nature of mmW, however, makes it incapable of supporting
ultra-reliable applications such as the tactile internet. The
complementary DL use of µW when encountering blockages
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can be its possible solution. Analyzing such a microscopic
operation in view of the mm-µW resource allocations is
another interesting topic for future work.
APPENDIX I. PROOF OF LEMMAS
A. Proof of Lemma 1 (Homogeneous Active BS Approxima-
tion)
Consider the Voronoi cell size distribution [45] where the
cell size is normalized by BS density. Restoring BS density λ
rephrases the cell size probability density distribution as
fX(x) =
3.53.5
Γ(3.5)
λ4.5x3.5e−3.5λx (36)
where X denotes the cell size. The variance of Voronoi cell
sizes is then represented as follows.
Var(X) = EX2 − (EX)2 = 5.5× 4.5
3.52λ2
−
(
4.52
3.5λ
)2
(37)
=
4.5
3.52λ2
(38)
As λ (or λˆ) goes to infinity, (38) approaches zero, indicating
location dependency of the activation (or cell size) marks
becomes negligible. If users are uniformly distributed, this
makes the active BS PPP be regarded as a homogeneous
PPP that is independently thinned by pa. Applying Taylor
expansion to pa for λˆ → ∞ yields pa = λˆ−1, and thus the
resultant homogeneous PPP density paλ converges to λu.
B. Proof of Lemma 2 (UDN Approximation)
Appying the nearest BS distance distribution [46],
ER
[
exp
(−λupir2I)] = 2λpi ∫
r>0
r exp
{−λpir2 − λupir2I} dr
(37)
=
[
1 + λˆ−1I
]−1
. (38)
Exploiting Taylor expansion while preventing negative values
completes the proof.
C. Proof of Lemma 3 (µW Interference Constant Bounds)
The proof of the upper bound is trivial when recalling ρµ’s
integration range that is larger than the range of ρ(t)µ . For the
lower bound, applying Taylor expansion at the integrand in
ρ
(t)
µ yields
ρ(t)µ ≥
∫
u>(et−1)
− 2
αµ
(
1− u
αµ
2
)+
du (39)
=
(
1 +
2
αµ
)−1 [
1 + (et − 1)−
(
1+ 2
αµ
)]
− (et − 1)−
2
αµ
(40)
≥
(
1 +
2
αµ
)−1
− (et − 1)−
2
αµ (41)
from which the result follows.
D. Proof of Lemma 4 (Directional Interference Thinning)
Consider the DL aggregate interference at a typical user.
IΣm.d :=
∑
i∈Φm˙
Θigiri
−αm1RL(ri) (42)
(a)≈
∑
i∈Φm(pµλm)
Θigiri
−αm1RL(ri) (43)
(b)
=
∑
i∈Φm
(
pmλm( θ2pi )
2
αm
) giri
−αm1RL(ri) (44)
where (a) follows from Lemma 1 and (b) from: (i) EΘi θ2pi
due to uniformly distributed users and (ii) mapping theorem,
also known as displacement theorem [46]. The UL aggregate
interference representation follows the same procedure.
E. Proof of Lemma 5 (mmW Interference Constant Bounds)
The upper bound is straightforwardly derived when compar-
ing the integration ranges of ρ(t)m and ρm. For the lower bound,
applying Taylor expansion at the integrand of ρ(t)m yields
ρ(t)m ≥
∫ min{1,(RL
r
)2
(et−1)−
2
αm
}
(et−1)−
2
αm
(
1− uαm2
)
du. (45)
Assume the upper limit of the integration in (45) becomes
1, yielding
ρ(t)m ≥ 1−
(
et − 1)− 2αm − (1 + αm
2
)−1 [
1− (et − 1)− 2αm−1]
(46)
≥ 1− (et − 1)− 2αm − (1 + αm
2
)−1
. (47)
Consider the integration upper limit in (45) becomes 1 with
probability no less than 1− ε for a constant ε > 0, i.e.
Pr
(
R ≤ RL(et − 1)−
1
αm
)
= 1− e−λmpiRL2(et−1)
− 2
αm ≥ 1− ε.
(48)
It is rephrased by
t ≤ log
[
1 +
(
λmpiRL
2
log ε−1
)αm
2
]
. (49)
For λm → ∞, the inequality (49) always holds for all t,
resulting in the first argument of the lemma. For a UDN, when
applying Lemma 2 to (9), the value t is upper bounded by
log
[
1 +
(
λm
ρmλu
)αm
2
]
. Making this upper bound belong to the
inequality in (49) is identical to satisfying (49) for all t. This
leads to ε ≥ e−ρmλupiRL2 . Taking the minimum value of ε
completes the proof.
APPENDIX II. PROOFS OF PROPOSITIONS
A. Proof of Proposition 1 (µW DL/UL SE Bounds)
According to Lemma 1, interferer PPPs for DL Φµ˙ and for
UL Φµ˙ in a UDN can be regarded as independently thinned
homogeneous PPPs respectively from Φµ and Φu. For DL µW
UDN SE at a typical user, the interferer density is then given
as paλµPµ.d
2
αµ ≈ λuPµ.d
2
αµ where the approximation results
from Taylor expansion for a UDN. Note that Pµ.d
2
αµ follows
from mapping theorem [46] that interchanges P times power
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γµ.d ≥ log
(
1 +
[
ρµ
−1λˆµ
]αµ
2
)
+
αµ
2
[
ρµλˆµ
−1 −
(
1 + λˆµ
−αµ
2
) 2
αµ
2F1
(
− 2
αµ
,− 2
αµ
; 1− 2
αµ
;
1
1 + λˆµ
αµ
2
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
(b)
]
(53)
γµ.d ≤
(
1− λˆµ−1
)∫
t>0
[
1−
(
λˆµ − 1
)−1 αµ
αµ + 2
(et − 1)
2
αµ
]+
dt (54)
=
(
1− λˆµ−1
)
log
(
1 +
[(
λˆµ − 1
)(
1 +
2
αµ
)αµ
2
])
− λˆµ(
λˆµ − 1
)2
{
2
αµ
+
(
2
αµ
)2}−1
×
[
ρµ −
{
1 +
[(
1 +
2
αµ
)(
λˆµ − 1
)αµ
2
] 2
αµ
}
2F1
− 2
αµ
,− 2
αµ
; 1− 2
αµ
;
{
1 +
[(
1 +
2
αµ
)(
λˆµ − 1
)αµ
2
] 2
αµ
}−1
︸ ︷︷ ︸
(c)
]
(55)
γm.d ≤
(
1− 1
λˆm
)∫
t>0
1− e−λmpiRL2
{
1+ 1
λˆm(1+ 2αm )
[
N
− 1
2 (et−1)
] 2
αm
}{1− [(λˆm − 1)(1 + 2
αm
)]−1 [
N−
1
2 (et − 1)
] 2
αm
}+
dt
(60)
(a)
≤
(
1− 1
λˆm
)∫
t>0
p
(t)
L
[
1−
[(
λˆm − 1
)(
1 +
2
αm
)]−1 [
N−
1
2 (et − 1)
] 2
αm
]+
dt (61)
increase with P
2
α times density increase. Similarly, the density
of the desired BS, denoting the associated BS transmitting
the desired DL signal, is represented by λµPµ.d
2
αµ thanks to
mapping theorem.
Starting from this setting, applying the equation (16) in [35]
with minor modification yields the µW DL UDN SE γµ.d as
γµ.d =
∫
t>0
EΦµ˙ [Pr {log (1 + SIRµ.d) ≥ t}] dt (50)
=
∫
t>0
ER
[
exp
(
−pir2ρ(t)µ λuPµ.d
2
αµ (et − 1)
2
αµ
)]
dt (51)
(a)≈
∫
t>0
[
1− ρ(t)µ λˆµ−1(et − 1)
2
αµ
]+
dt (52)
where (a) follows from Lemma 2 and the probability den-
sity function (pdf) of the BS-to-user association distance R:
fR(r) = 2pirλµPµ.d
2
αµ e−pir
2λµPµ.d
2
αµ .
Applying the upper bound of ρ(t)µ in Lemma 3 leads to
the lower bound of γµ.d as (53) at the top of this page,
where Gaussian hypergeometric function 2F1(a, b; c; z) :=∑∞
k=0
zka(k)b(k)
k!c(k)
, and x(k) rising factorial. The function (b)
monotonically decreases with λˆµ for all αµ > 2, having its
maximum ρµ and minimum 1 respectively at λˆµ = 0 and
λˆµ → ∞ [47]. Considering λˆµ  1 yields the desired DL
µW UDN SE lower bound.
In a similar manner, applying the lower bound of ρ(t)µ in
Lemma 3 results in the upper bound of γµ.d as (55) at the top
of the page. The function (c) monotonically decreases with
λˆµ for all λˆµ ≥ 1 and αµ > 2, having its maximum ρµ
and mininum 1 respectively at λˆµ = 1 and λˆµ → ∞ [47].
Considering λˆµ  1 leads to the desired DL µW UDN SE
upper bound.
For UL µW UDN SE at a typical BS, the interferer
and the desired BS densities are respectively represented as
psλuPµ.u
2
αµ ≈ λuPµ.u
2
αµ and λµPµ.u
2
αµ due to mapping the-
orem [46] and Taylor expansion. When noticing the Pµ.d
2
αµ ’s
of the interferer and the desired BS are cancelled out in (52),
such an UL and DL transmitting power difference in the
interferer and the desired BS densities do not affect the SE
calculation afterwards. As a consequence, UL µW UDN SE
shares the same lower and upper bound with the DL case,
completing the proof.
B. Proof of Proposition 2 (mmW DL/UL SE Bounds)
In a similar procedure to the proof of Proposition 1, the
interferer PPP for DL Φm˙ is approximated by a homogeneous
PPP with density λu
(
N−
1
2Pm.d
) 2
αm , and for UL Φu˙ by
also a homogeneous PPP with density λu
(
N−
1
2Pm.u
) 2
αµ
according to Lemmas 1 and 4 with exploiting Taylor expansion
under a UDN regime. For DL mmW SE, the desired BS
density is represented as λmPm.d
2
αm , yielding
γm.d =
∫
t>0
EΦm˙ [Pr {log (1 + SIRm.d) ≥ t}] dt (56)
=
∫
t>0
ER
[
exp
(
−pir2ρ(t)µ λu
(
N−
1
2Pm.d
)αµ
2
(et − 1) 2αm
)]
dt
(57)
= 2piλmPm.d
2
αm
∫
t>0
∫ RL
0
r exp
{
− pir2λmPm.d
2
αm
− ρ(t)m λuPµ.d
2
αµ pir2
[
N−
1
2
(
et − 1)] 2αm }drdt (58)
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(a) if Wm.uγm.u < Wmγm (always holds in the cases without mmW UL decoupling) (b) if Wm.uγm.u ≥Wmγm
Fig. 11. Illustrations of the problem P1 in Section IV-D for different settings in (63) without and with mmW UL decoupling.
where the last result comes from the pdf of R: fR(r) =
2pirλmPm.d
2
αm e−pir
2λmPm.d
2
αm .
Applying the upper bound in Lemma 5 results in the lower
bound of DL mmW SE as below.
γm.d ≥
∫
t>0
p
(t)
L
[
1 + λˆm
−1ρm
[
N−
1
2 (et − 1)
] 2
αm
]−1
dt (59)
Next, exploiting the lower bound in Lemma 5 yields the
upper bound of DL mmW SE as (61) at the top, where (a)
follows from ρm ≥ 1 −
(
1 + αm2
)−1
. Considering λˆµ  1
yields the desired DL mmW SE upper bound.
As in the case of the proof of Proposition 1, the transmitting
power effects at the desired signal and interference are mu-
tually cancelled out after (58). It makes the lower and upper
bounds of DL and UL be identical, finalizing the proof.
C. Proof of Proposition 3 (mmW Sparse SE)
Consider a noise-limited mmW DL network. For a given t,
SNR coverage probability is represented as below.
Pr (SNR > t) = Pr
(
log
[
1 +
GNPm.dgR
−αm
σ2
]
> t | R ≤ RL
)
× Pr (R ≤ RL) (60)
=
∫ RL
0
e
−σ
2rαm(et−1)
NPm.d fR(r)dr (61)
Taking an integration over t with the order change of integra-
tions yields the desired result, i.e.
γm.d = λˆm
∫ ∞
0
∫ RL
0
e
−σ
2rαm(et−1)
NPm.d fR(r)drdt (62)
= λˆm
∫ RL
0
[∫ ∞
0
e
−σ
2rαm(et−1)
NPm.d dt
]
fR(r)dr (63)
where λˆm in front of integrations indicates a typical user’s
selection probability by its associated mmW BS under a
uniformly random scheduler. The derivation for mmW UL SE
follows the same procedure above, concluding the proof.
D. Proof of Proposition 4 (Optimal mm-µW UL Resource
Allocations)
Consider Rd in (23) that is rephrased by
βµ = −c1βm + (c2 −Rd) (62)
where c1 := Wmγm/(Wµγµ) and c2 := Wmγm + Wµγµ.
Note that c2 ≥ Rd since c2 is the maximum DL rate achieved
when the entire mm-µW resource are dedicated to DL. The
minimum UL/DL rate ratio in (25) is also represented as
βµ ≥ −c3βm + c4 (63)
where c3 := [Wm.uγm.u + ζWmγm] [(1 + ζ)Wµγµ] and
c4 :=
(
1 + ζ−1
)−1 (
1 + WmγmWµγµ
)
.
The given P1 in Section IV-D is then equivalent to a the
following graphical problem on the βm-βµ plane: maximizing
the βµ-intercept of (62) within the feasible region formed by
(26) and (63). Solving this problem requires to consider the
four possible cases for different settings in (63) as visualized
in Fig. 11-a.
The cases 1 and 2 have the identical solution
(β∗m, β
∗
µ) =
(
0,
[
1 + WmγmWµγµ
] [
1 + ζ−1
]−1)
, and share
the same condition ζ ≤ Wµγµ/ (Wmγm). Similarly,
the cases 3 and 4 having the identical solution
(β∗m, β
∗
µ) =
([
ζ − WµγµWmγm
] [
ζ + Wm.uγm.uWmγm
]−1
, 1
)
share the
same condition ζ > WµγµWmγm . Applying Theorems 1 and 2 to
these results conclude the proof.
E. Proof of Proposition 5 (Optimal mm-µW UL Resource
Allocations with mmW UL Decoupling)
Consider Wm.uγm.u < Wmγm that always holds in the
cases without mmW UL decoupling. If this holds, the solutions
with mmW UL decoupling are identical to the results in Propo-
sition 3. In addition, it is necessary to consider Wm.uγm.u ≥
Wmγm under the cases with mmW UL decoupling. This
corresponds with the scenarios where the mmW UL recep-
tible BS densification overcomes the mmW UL bandwidth
limitation. For such scenarios, the possible cases A and B
are visualized in Fig. 11-b. These cases have the identical
solution (β∗m, β
∗
µ) =
([
1 +
Wµγµ
Wmγm
] [
1 + Wm.uγm.uζWmγm
]−1
, 0
)
,
and share the same condition ζ ≤ Wm.uγm.u/ (Wµγµ). Note
that this condition is always true due to the assumptions A1
and A2 in Section IV-D, and the opposite condition is thus
false. Combining the solutions with Theorems 1 and 2 leads
to the desired result.
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